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The purpose of this article is to give a taste of just how powerful the union between furans and 

photochemically-generated singlet oxygen is proving to be as a synthetic tool and to suggest that this 

chemistry is only now really coming of age. In attempting to achieve this goal, its progress from 

mechanistic curiosity to rapidly maturing applied science will be followed. It will be shown how the field 10 

has reached a point where the diversity of product structures attainable is expanding all the time at a 

tremendous pace and how this expansion allows for a wide variety of important developments from the 

discovery of new materials and methods for DNA-crosslinking, to the delineation of more sustainable 

synthetic technologies. To begin with, however, we look briefly at the investigations of the pioneers who 

laid all the necessary foundations by unravelling the reactions’ key characteristics and then we will move 15 

on to show how their crucial work has been exploited and applied in increasingly creative ways over the 

years that have followed. 

Part 1: Singlet Oxygen (
1
O2) – the reagent that has 

come in from the cold. 

 Singlet oxygen is the first excited state of molecular dioxygen 20 

and is photochemically generated from ground state triplet 

oxygen, in the presence of a suitable photosensitizer, by the 

action of visible spectrum light.1 It has three important modes of 

reactivity;2 the ene reaction with unactivated double bonds,3 

[2+2]-cycloadditions with electron rich double bonds bearing no 25 

allylic protons,2,4 and [4+2]-cycloadditions with 1,3-dienes.2,5 

More specifically of interest to us as the subject of this review, is 

a major sub-group of this last category; namely, it’s [4+2]-

cycloadditions with furans.6,7 In the first part of the review, we 

will set the context by taking a look at some of the important 30 

general characteristics of the reaction, the mechanisms involved 

and some key examples of synthetic work predating the year 

2000; then, in the second and third parts of the review, we will 

step into the new millennium and look at the recent mushrooming 

of this field. 35 

Furan and Singlet Oxygen – a compatible couple. 

 Before we examine the origins of this field more closely, it is 

worth taking a moment to highlight some of the basic features of 

the reaction between furans and photochemically-generated 

singlet oxygen (1O2) that explain why it is so flexible and 40 

versatile. 

 (1) Access to substrates: The first of these key characteristics 

is the ready accessibility of the substrate furans. It is fundamental 

chemistry. Furans, variably substituted at C2 and C5, are very 

easily synthesised through metalation of the furan core at the 45 

ortho-position followed by reaction of the so-formed furyl anion 

with an electrophile.8 Furthermore, developments in transition 

metal-catalysed heterocycle synthesis,9 especially, the recent 

efficient methods involving gold- and silver- catalysed 

cyclisations of various alkyne motifs,10 have opened the door to 50 

new and facile ways of making furans substituted at the 

previously more challenging C3 and C4 positions. 

 (2) Reaction selectivity: The second point relates to the 

selectivity of the reagent. Singlet oxygen is remarkably specific 

in its choice of reaction site. Uniquely, for such a strong oxidant 55 

it shows little interest in reacting with C-O functionalities (such 

as, alcohols and aldehydes). This contrasts with many other 

metal/non-metallic oxidants and is a very important characteristic 

because it avoids the need to continually protect and deprotect 

these functionalities, or the need to shuttle back and forth 60 

between oxidation states (so-called redox-shuttling) – both of 

which have been common hindrances adversely effecting the 

efficiency of more traditional approaches to complex 

polyoxygenated molecules. This general feature has played an 

important role in promoting the rise of 1O2 as a green reagent for 65 

use in sustainable chemistry – a topic that will be discussed in 

more detail further into this review as it is pivotal to the positive 

outlook for the future of the field. Furthermore, and, still 

regarding the selectivity issue, the rate at which singlet oxygen 

reacts with various unsaturated motifs is markedly different and 70 

makes chemoselectivity (and even regioselectivity) very easy to 

attain. Taking two illustrative examples, one from Ben Feringa’s 

group11 and one from our own work12 we can see the high degree 

of selectivity that can be achieved (Scheme 1). In the first 

example, a dialkyl substituted furan reacts cleanly and in  75 
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Scheme 1 Examples of singlet oxygen’s specificity. 

preference to a monosubstituted furan that is also present in the 

substrate. Likewise, when synthesising the litseaverticillols (a 

family of natural products with anti-HIV activity), reaction of 1O2 5 

initially at the furan moiety of a substrate that also had isolated 

double bonds present in its side chains was easily and selectively 

undertaken.12 Furthermore, later in the same synthesis, a 1O2-ene 

reaction was carried out at just one of the two trisubstituted 

double bonds in the side chain – showing that both 10 

chemoselectivity and regioselectivity can be exceptionally high in 

these reactions. 

 (3) Versatility of intermediates: Finally, the initial product of 

the reaction of a furan with singlet oxygen is always the 

endoperoxide B (Scheme 2). This motif is a highly versatile 15 

masked 1,4-enedione (D) and it is in the next steps of the reaction 

that the diversity begins to appear, as the fate of this intermediate 

can be tailored by addition of different additives, by choice of 

solvent, or through internal reactions with pendent substituents. 

There is great inherent flexibility with many highly controllable 20 

reaction pathways open to this intermediate. 

 Thus, we can see that the unique coming together of three key 

features have endowed the reaction of furans and singlet oxygen 

with enormous synthetic potential. We shall now look at how this 

potential first began to be uncovered. 25 

Mechanistic milestones. 

 As war ravaged Europe, it was “explosives” of a very different 

nature that were occupying the mind of a brilliant and visionary 

young chemist named Günther Schenck.13 In 1944, he not only 

postulated that it should be an unstable endoperoxide B that 30 

would be initially formed from the photosensitised reaction of a 

furan in air, but also that this intermediate might collapse to yield 

the all-important 1,4-enedione motif D.14 His first assertion took 

just two years to be proven when, in 1946, Frenchmen, Dufraisse 

and Ecary, isolated the first of these explosive and fragile 35 

endoperoxides.15 For many years afterwards, the isolation and 

characterisation of endoperoxides, as well as, mechanisms and 

characteristics of their reaction, or decomposition, continued to 

be a popular field of study.2,6,16 In the midst of this work, 

Schenck16f once again broke new ground when he published the 40 

work shown in Scheme 2, and, in so doing, revealed reactivity 

patterns for the endoperoxides that we have been relying on and 

employing ever since.  

 The next important interventions come from another highly 

esteemed chemist to whom those who now apply singlet oxygen  45 

 
Scheme 2 In 1953, Schenck unveils key reactivity patterns. 

chemistry in their work owe a great debt, Christopher S. Foote.17 

Firstly, in two consecutive papers1c,18 he clarified that the active 

species in all these photooxidations was singlet oxygen; until this 50 

point many had believed it was a sensitiser-oxygen complex that 

was operating. In addition, in one of these landmark papers,1c 

Foote also briefly introduced to the earlier key analysis of 

Schenck’s (Scheme 2) a new intermediate, hydroperoxy-

dihydrofuran E (Scheme 3). This intermediate, the product of 55 

solvent attack on the endoperoxide, was later discussed in more 

detail in a joint publication from Schenck and Foote on furan 

photooxidations.19 It is important from a synthetic standpoint that 

this addition of an alcohol to the endoperoxide has proved in 

general to be highly regio- and stereo-selective,6,16 usually 60 

favouring syn-addition (with respect to hydroperoxy group) of the 

alcohol molecule, at the more substituted position by reason of 

the enhanced stabilisation here of the intermediate which has 

oxonium ion charateristics.  

65 

 

Scheme 3 Foote introduces another key intermediate. 

 In the end, Schenck became more famous for his work on the 
1O2-ene reaction to which he gave his name, but he continued to 

work on many other aspects of the photosensitised reactions of 70 

active oxygen species and we shall come across more of his 

visionary ideas later on in the article including the first large scale 

synthesis of a drug using singlet oxygen.13 

 

The first synthetic applications for furan photooxygenations 75 

 

 Chronologically, this is the place to describe a piece of work 

done by the Katz group20 using an elegant photooxygenation 

sequence published a little earlier by Wasserman (Scheme 4).21 It 

is a unique example of an application of this chemistry and its 80 

sophistication makes it seem somehow out-of-place in these early 

years (the 1960s). Wasserman had shown that the 

photooxygenation of furanophane 1 in methanol yielded 

tetracyclic 3, which collapsed to aromatic tricycle 4 on treatment 

with either acid, or base. Katz improved and extended the initial 85 

sequence using it to synthesise the unusual cis-indacenyl dianion 

6, and, then, its corresponding bis(as-indacenyliron) 7. 

 Singlet oxygen photochemistry continued to bloom over the 

next years and throughout the second half of the 20th century.  
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Scheme 4 Katz applies furan photooxidation developed by Wasserman to 

the synthesis of a new organometallic, bis(as-indacenyliron) 7. 

With each decade that passed new insight into the kinetics and 

mechanisms of its reactions was added to the growing body of 5 

knowledge (vide infra),2,6,16 but another less widely broadcast 

development was occurring simultaneously and that was the 

recognition that 1O2 had all the characteristics necessary to 

become a powerful tool in synthesis more generally.6b,22 This 

progression signalled a tentative move away from the era of 10 

seeking to understand concepts towards an age of applications – 

the transition, however, would turn out to be a fairly lengthy one. 

 
Scheme 5 Schenck’s large scale production of the drug ascaridol. 

 It should come as no surprise that, once again, Schenck was 15 

the pioneer who linked photooxygenation reactions with the 

synthesis of useful natural products. It was just shortly after the 

war that he started to undertake quite large scale synthesis of 

ascaridol (a natural product and drug needed in large quantities to 

treat ascaris infections in humans, Scheme 5) in his garden!23 20 

Despite the fact that we are in this case talking about a more 

general [4+2]-cycloaddition between 1O2 and a diene unit of the 

terpene precursor (not a [4+2] between a furan and 1O2) this work 

signalled to others where the future lay. 

 When it comes more specifically to furan [4+2]-25 

cycloadditions, due credit must go to Ben Feringa who saw the 

broader potential and pursued early synthetic applications of this 

chemistry.6b,11,24 For example, he noted in his 1987 review6b titled 

“Photo-oxidation of furans” that one of his stated goals was to 

give an account of “the application of furan photo-oxidation in 30 

the formation of multifunctional synthons which has led to new 

approaches in natural product syntheses” – with this statement 

he is giving us the strongest possible hint regarding the potential 

versatility of these reactions. From his work at this time, perhaps 

the most innovative example was one in the area of spirocycle 35 

formation (Scheme 6).24b 

 Other sporadic examples had began to appear in the literature,  

 
Scheme 6 Feringa’s synthesis of spiroketals. 

like the use of a late stage furan photoxygenation to access the 40 

key 2-butene-1,4-diol motif in the total synthesis of portulal,25 or 

the early stage photoxygenation in Sammes’ elegant synthesis of 

cryptofauronol 16.26 (Scheme 7); however, most effort at this 

time was concentrated around the synthesis and use of γ-hydroxy- 

or γ-alkoxy-butenolide units (vide infra). 45 

 
Scheme 7 Sammes’ synthesis of cryptofauronol 16. 

Ubiquitous γ-hydroxy- and γ-alkoxy-butenolides 

 

 γ-Hydroxy-butenolides (and γ-alkoxy-butenolides) are 50 

everywhere; they are both a common occurrence in bioactive 

natural products, and are useful building blocks in synthesis 

(Schemes 8 and 9).27-31 For these two independent reasons, their 

production dominated literature examples of the applications of 

furan photooxygenations during the second half of the twentieth 55 

century.28,29,30 Moreover, they continue to make very frequent 

appearances in publications today (as motifs themselves, or as 

stepping stones to other functionalities).31 As a potential product 

of furan photooxidations, they were known about from the very 

beginning; indeed, the methoxy- variant appears in Schenck’s 60 

original scheme (C, Scheme 2)16f as the product of thermal 

decomposition of the endoperoxide B in methanol. In the early 

days of the exploration of this chemistry, it was found that certain 

substituents (-CHROH,23,32 -CHO,16f,28a,29a,33 -COOH29c,34)6 at the 

2-position of the furan induced fragmentations that could be 65 

harnessed in order to gain good regioselectivity (e.g. 20 → 21 

Scheme 8, 42 → 43 Scheme 9) in the γ- hydroxyl/γ-alkoxy-

butenolide formation. Regioselectivity is, of course, of relevance 

only in unsymmetric cases (for example; 23 → 25 and 29 → 30 

Scheme 8 and 33 → 34 Scheme 9). Yields, however, although 70 

improved from the thermal decomposition16f route of Schenck’s, 

were not always satisfactory when applying these fragmentation-

based methods. In 1981, a key paper from Waldemar Adam was 

published.35 Adam’s paper revolutionized the synthesis of γ-

hydroxyl-/γ-alkoxy-butenolides as he showed that by using a silyl 75 

group (at the 2- or 5-position of the furan) the regiochemistry 

could be controlled and high yields could be very consistently 

obtained (For example; 24 → 25, Scheme 8). It should be 

mentioned that, also in 1981, Kuwajima published1d the same 

idea conceptually (using a silyl group to direct the regiochemistry 80 
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of γ-hydroxy-butenolide formation), but in his case using a less 

mild chemical source of singlet oxygen (CH3CO3H/NaOAc). 

Later, in 1988, Kernan and Faulkner36 published the idea that by 

using a hindered base at low temperature the desired reaction 

(endoperoxide → γ-hydroxy-butenolide) could be 5 

regiospecifically promoted. For examples of this concept put into 

practice, see; 23 → 25 and 29 → 30 (Scheme 8). Here, it should 

be noted that Corey et al. had used this concept earlier (1975, 33 

→ 34, Scheme 9) in their synthesis of camptothecin,29b but had 

conducted the reaction at room temperature resulting in relatively 10 

poor selectivity. Kernan and Faulkner improved the strategy by 

conducting the reactions at low temperatures and commented on 

its generality; hence the reason why the latter are usually credited 

with introducing the idea. The hindered base method continues to 

be used as an alternative to Adam’s silyl group-directed 15 

approach, although, generally, the latter remains the method of 

choice due to its higher yields.32b For a direct comparison of the 

hindered base- versus the Adam- method, see; 26 → 27 where 

yields of 60 and 99% were obtained, respectively.28g It is 

important to remember that γ-hydroxy-butenolides are by 20 

oxidation a source of anhydride units,31h or by reduction a source 

of butenolides31a,c,e and since these interconversions yield 

important functionalities they are frequently used.  

 

Concluding Part 1; the tale of these early years. 25 

 

 We have now placed the reactions of photochemically-

generated singlet oxygen with furans in context, and described 

where the state-of-the-art was as we approached the new 

millennium. We have highlighted the work of some really 30 

visionary pioneers to whom a great debt is owed because it is on 

their strong foundations that this field with all its great promise 

rests today. To summarise; up to the year 2000, progress in the 

field can be described as having consisted of mostly intensive 

pursuit of mechanistic detail and understanding accompanied by 35 

fairly sporadic applications for the singlet oxygen-mediated 

oxidation of a furan nucleus mostly, but not exclusively, 

concentrated on the synthesis of γ-hydroxyl/alkoxy-butenolides. 

Furthermore, whilst highly successful in many cases, the 

applications tended to be just one step in a synthesis in which 40 

they were looking to achieve one fairly obvious transformation in 

a sequence of many transformations. The ability of singlet  

 
Scheme 8 Selected syntheses of natural products containing the (γ-hydroxy/alkoxy) butenolide unit either intact or only slightly modified, using furan 

photooxidations, prior to 2000. 45 
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Scheme 9 Selected syntheses of γ-hydroxy/alkoxy-butenolide building blocks using furan photooxidations, prior to 2000. 

 

oxygen to participate in a more central role in building large 

frameworks, or structurally complex motifs, had barely been 5 

touched upon. 

 

Part 2: The new millennia and how we are 
responding to a change in perspectives. 

 10 

 With the dawning of the new millennium has come an 

evolution in the goals being pursued in organic synthesis that has 

mirrored what is happening across science and society.37 Having 

proven in the preceding decades that even very large and/or 

complex natural products could be made,38 chemists have now 15 

shifted their emphasis, recognising that the future prosperity of 

their science lies in the twin goals of attaining greater efficiency 

and sustainability. These two apparently simple to define goals 

are of course intricately linked, and, in addition, have many 

different component tasks. For example, efficiency is not just 20 

about making target molecules in shorter sequences (step 

economy39) with higher yielding reactions, but it encompasses 

atom economy40 and the minimisation of all forms of waste (from 

time and labour, to solvents and residues). Sustainability 

encompasses all the same ideas (inefficiency is by definition 25 

unsustainable), but also has the added constraints that relate to 

countering our current trend towards depletion of resources and 

achieving minimal negative environmental impact. Many of these 

ideas are drawn together in the concept of “the ideal synthesis” 

which was first described by Hendrickson,41 but which has, more 30 

recently, been fully elaborated on within a modern context by 

Baran et al. with Hoffmann.42 But why is this global perspective 

relevant to this article? The answer is because singlet oxygen and 

its reactions with furans conscribe to all aspects of this new 

paradigm beautifully,43 and it is on how it achieves this new role 35 

as a truly modern reagent that we will be focusing on now. The 

developments, despite still being in their infancy, hold so much 

promise especially since previously envisaged obstacles to 

progress (such as, for example; scalability, or the inclusion of 

basic nitrogen functionalities) are beginning to tumble. 40 

 

Sustainability; first and foremost. 

 

 Singlet oxygen is a reagent with a very strong set of 

efficiency/sustainability credentials; it’s generated from air in the 45 

presence of a sensitiser (which can be natural; for example, 

tannins, chlorophyll, porphyrins or spirulina43a) and visible 
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spectrum light (sunlight), it can be used in reactions that have 

water as the solvent43a,c and by itself it generates minimal waste, 

toxic or otherwise, (unlike a majority of other oxidants) because 

it is atom economic delivering all its constituent atoms to the 

substrate. Additionally, a survey of the literature will quickly 5 

underline just how many oxidising species there are that can react 

with a furan substrate to give results in some ways similar to 

those achieved with singlet oxygen (from m-CPBA, 

Selectfluor™, NBS and Br2 through to Jones’ reagent), but, they 

leave a variety of residues, and, almost without exception, they 10 

are harsh and suffer from a lack of compatibility with other 

functional groups. Singlet oxygen’s inherent selectivity reduces, 

if not eliminates, the need for protecting groups44 and for redox-

shuttling45 (two commonly employed tactics to avoid unwanted 

reactions in the synthesis of polyoxygenated skeletons, vide 15 

infra); and, it can initiate complex cascade reaction sequences46 

that lead to rapid increases in molecular complexity. Even the 

final hurdle, the reactions’ energy efficiency is an issue that is 

being successfully tackled using LED technologies.47 

 As a small personal aside; in our group, we had been very 20 

excited to discover that we could use the water-soluble food 

supplement spirulina as a sensitiser in a range of highly 

sustainable water-based operations43a – for us it represented the 

culmination of investigations during which we had even tested 

chopped spinach (it works, but not as well as spirulina). Only 25 

later did we learn that the spinach idea was very old; in 1944, 

Schenck had used spinach and sunlight when synthesising 

ascaridol (Scheme 5)48 – another reminder that he was a true 

pioneer in every sense of the word. 

 Returning to singlet oxygen’s use today, it’s indeed hard to 30 

find other reagents and reactions that embrace the new model so 

completely; to illustrate this point, it is no accident that when the 

group of the leading organic chemist, Alois Fürstner, sets about 

undertaking a new age catalysis-based total synthesis (of the 

marine oxylipins – hybridalactone and ecklonialactones A, B, and 35 

C) which is devoid of protecting groups, singlet oxygen (reacting 

with a furan) plays a role as the oxidant of choice in a key section 

of the synthesis.49 

 

Natural Biomimetic Chemistry. 40 

 

 The first indicators of the potential for 1O2 to step into the role 

of an environmentally benign oxidant may have come as people 

began to realise that under certain circumstances singlet oxygen 

is acting in the natural environment50 and selected molecules can 45 

be synthesised using singlet oxygen via biomimetic strategies 

(Scheme 10).12,31c,51-54 Obviously, in many natural environments 

the four essential prerequisites for singlet oxygen reactions occur 

together; namely, (i) the presence of sunlight providing visible 

spectrum radiation, (ii) the proliferation of natural sensitisers 50 

(tannins, chlorophylls, porphyrins etc.), (iii) molecular dioxygen 

(≈20% of atmospheric air, or variable amounts dissolved in sea 

water), and (iv) an abundance of oxidisable substrates such as 

terpenes (of particular relevance here are furan containing natural 

products, such as, coronarin E (56),55 sesquirosefuran (45),56 and 55 

some furanocembranoids (e.g. 52 and 53),50a,57 to name but a few. 

Of course, there are also plenty of natural molecules that quench 

singlet oxygen, but it might be said that these merely act to  
 

Scheme 10 Natural product syntheses with biomimetic characteristics. 60 
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regulate a natural process. 

 The full extent of singlet oxygen’s influence in Nature is a 

matter of debate and one in which researchers tend to be 

surprisingly non-committal in their proposals. However, the ease 

and precision with which singlet oxygen can be employed to 5 

make complex motifs and whole families of natural products, 

combined with the relationships between certain natural products 

that it appears to clarify (Scheme 10),12,51,53 might suggest it is a 

more common tool in Nature than it has previously been credited 

with being. 10 

 

The synthesis of polyoxygenated motifs. 

 

  A significant proportion of the effort dedicated to synthesis in 

organic chemistry is directed towards building up polycyclic 15 

polyoxygenated scaffolds. This broad group of structures in 

addition to its popularity as a source of target structures, also 

provides the most demanding testing ground for strategies 

targeting ideal synthesis42 and sustainability because of the 

intrinsic characteristics related to the reactivity profiles of 20 

molecules rich in C-O functionalities. To date, building up 

oxygen-rich organic molecules has almost inevitably meant the 

use of many non-constructive, and, therefore inefficient steps 

(concessionary steps42); such as, protections, deprotections and 

redox-shuttling (non-strategic redox manipulations42,45). 25 

Furthermore, in these syntheses we have traditionally relied upon 

oxidants that are not atom economic (such as, hypervalent iodine 

reagents), harsh/non-selective (such as, Anelli’s catalytic TEMPO 

with excess bleach) and/or leave toxic residues (such as, 

chromium-based oxidants). Therefore, substantial progress in 30 

synthetic chemistry will come in the form of strategies and 

reagent systems that tackle head-on these apparently intransigent 

hindrances to efficiency and sustainability in broadly applicable 

ways. Cascade reaction sequences initiated by a reaction between 

singlet oxygen and a simple furan substrate can begin to answer 35 

this need43a,b as we shall try to show below; starting with, new 

routes to complex oxygen-containing spirocyclic systems. 

 

Bis-spiroketals and bicyclic ketals. 

 40 

 Lots of natural products contain bis-spiroketal motifs; such as, 

the ionophore antibiotics - salinomycin and narasin,58 or the 

marine toxins - the pinnatoxins/pteriatoxins,59 spirolides60 and 

azaspiracids.61 These have become increasingly popular as 

synthetic targets due to the combination of their potent 45 

cytotoxicity, and, as a consequence, their promise as new cancer 

therapies, and the fact that they possess wonderful, yet fragile, 

3D-architectures which offer an irresistible challenge to synthetic 

chemists. The traditional approach to these structures has the 

stepwise construction of a linear precursor precede an acid-50 

catalysed ketalisation-cyclisation event (or several events) and 

many syntheses have been accomplished in this manner.62 Others 

have sought to design new methods to make bis-spiroketals that 

avoid some of the efficiency pitfalls of the more traditional 

chemistry (vide supra).62 Amongst these other ideas, we were 55 

inspired by the use of furan oxidations as a starting point for the 

synthesis of bis-spiroketals;63-66 however, application of this 

approach was frequently limited to simple substrates in response  

 
Scheme 11 Using singlet oxygen-mediated furan oxidations to make bis-60 

spiroketals. 

to the harsh/non-selective oxidants employed (Br2,
63 NBS,64 

electrochemical oxidation65). A noteworthy exception to the 

“simple substrate”-limitation is to be found within the 

investigations that culminated in several elegant total syntheses of 65 

salinomycin by Kocieński’s group published in the 1990s.64b,66  

 We believed we could use 1O2 as a clean and selective oxidant 

to synthesise this key motif, and, furthermore, that we could do it 

in a way that formed all three rings of the bis-spiroketal in one 

operation – an efficiency feat only once achieved previously by 70 

Stockman (with NBS).64c Indeed, this turned out to be the case so 

that, starting from simple and readily accessible furan substrates, 

either [5,5,5]- or [6,5,6]-bis-spiroketals could be obtained directly 

in high yield (Scheme 11).67a Furthermore, these reactions could 

also be undertaken in water using the natural sensitiser, spirulina, 75 

and no reductant (no Me2S) in a highly sustainable set of 

protocols.43a The method was then successfully adapted to 

include a further rearrangement during the course of the reaction 

sequence such that it now gave access to a [6,6,5]-bis-spiroketal 

motif of the type found in salinomycin (Scheme 11).68 As proof 80 

that this strategy could readily be applied to the more elaborate 

molecules we frequently target, the ABCD-ring skeleton of the 

azaspiracids was recently synthesised (68 → 69, Scheme 11).67b 

 These ideas were further expanded in syntheses, first, of motifs 

from the D,E-ring sections of various pectenotoxins,69 and, later, 85 

of the complete C,D,E-fragment of these challenging natural 

products (Scheme 12, 70 → 7370 and 74 → 75,71 respectively). In 

this case, after its formation, a spiroketal intermediate (71, not 

isolated) was opened and rearranged under acid catalysis to afford 

the desired bicycles.70,71 
90 
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Scheme 12 Using singlet oxygen-mediated furan oxidations to make 

pectenotoxin fragments. 

 All these syntheses are particularly noteworthy, in comparison 

with other approaches to the same motifs, for the minimal use of 5 

protecting groups, their particularly rapid increase in 3D-

complexity and because they can be undertaken in water 43a,70,71 – 

all these characteristics being in line with the goals of ideal 

synthesis.42 

 10 

The Achmatowicz Reaction. 

 

 In 1971, the Polish chemist, Osman Achmatowicz Jr (his father 

who had exactly the same name was also a renowned chemist) 

described what was set to become an extremely versatile and 15 

much-used reaction in which a 2-(α-hydroxyalkyl) furan, could 

undergo oxidative rearrangement to furnish a 6-hydroxy-3(2H)-

pyranones (76 → 79, Scheme 13).72 He had envisioned the 

reaction as a means to transform furans back into sugars; thus, 

reversing the well-known dehydration of sugars to furfurals (or 20 

other furan derivatives), but it has turned out to be much more 

broadly applicable. This is due to the rich and easily 

differentiable substitution pattern of the 6-hydroxy-3(2H)-

pyranone product that makes it a synthetically very versatile 

motif bearing many handles for further elaboration. Over the next 25 

35 years, the method was thoroughly explored and a variety of 

different oxidants were shown to facilitate the Achmatowicz 

reaction from the original Br2-based reagent system72 through 

NBS,73 peracid- (m-CPBA,74 magnesium monoperoxypthalate75), 

dioxirane,76 metal-based oxidant (PCC,77 VO(acac)2/t-BuOOH,78 30 

titanium(IV) silicalite/H2O2
79) systems to an electrochemical 

variant.80 As with the bis-spiroketal precedent that we discussed 

previously, the major limitation defeating many attempts to 

employ the Achmatowicz reaction in more advanced synthetic 

situations related to the harsh and unselective nature of the 35 

oxidants; for example, few of these reagent systems could tolerate 

the presence of other C-C double bonds within the reaction 

substrate. In the early 1980s, frustrated by exactly this last 

problem when trying to synthesise the natural product,  

 40 

Scheme 13 Mechanistic analysis of the singlet oxygen-facilitated 

Achmatowicz reaction and competing fragmentation. 

cryptofauronol, Peter Sammes hit upon the singlet oxygen 

Achmatowicz solution (Scheme 7, 12 → 13).26 Elegant 

applications would follow,81,82 but problems persisted – the 45 

reaction appeared to be fragile requiring low temperatures in 

order to achieve the desired outcome32b,82 and conducting low 

temperature photochemistry turned out to be a bit too tricky for 

the method to attain wide appeal. The root of the problem lay in 

the competing fragmentation reaction that affords γ-hydroxy-50 

butenolides (76 → 80, Scheme 13) – a reaction that is under 

different circumstances, of course, synthetically useful itself (vide 

supra). 

 We believed that by using just methanol (with no co-solvent) 

as solvent for the photooxidation at normal reaction temperatures 55 

(usually meaning the use of an ice bath to prevent heating of the 

reaction by the lamp), the fragmentation pathway (path a, 76 → 

77 → 80, Scheme 13) could be disrupted forcing the reaction 

towards the desired product (79) using path b (Scheme 13); this 

solution was dependent on the assumption that the solvent 60 

methanol would react faster with endoperoxide 77 (path b, 

Scheme 13) than its unimolecular fragmentation would occur. In 

the end, this rationale was proven correct provided generally that 

R1 was not H and when R2, or R3, was not a group such as a 

phenyl, or allyl, that promoted fragmentation (77 → 80).83 It was 65 

later proven that water was an even better solvent than methanol 

for achieving the desired transformation being accompanied by 

even less fragmentation.43a Thus, by using methanol83 or water43a 

as solvent, the singlet-oxygen mediated Achmatowitcz reaction 

had become much more amenable to general use in synthesis; 70 

and, because of its mild conditions and selectivity should be 

applicable to more complex situations than those in which the 

other known reagents could participate. 

 Wishing to prove the versatility of this newly adapted method, 

we sought to add another reaction to the one-pot sequence in an  75 
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Scheme 14 Application of the singlet oxygen-mediated Achmatowicz 

reaction to the synthesis of 2-hydroxy-exo-brevicomin. 

attempt to target a new motif; namely, the 6,8-

dioxabicyclo[3.2.1]oct-3-en-2-ones (like 86, Scheme 14) present 5 

in many natural products (e.g. pteriatoxins/pinnatoxins59 and the 

didemniserinolipids84). To make this motif, it was hoped that the 

photooxidation of a 2-(α,β-dihydroxyalkyl)furans would initially 

furnish the Achmatowicz product (84 → 85) which could then be 

encouraged to undergo an internal ketalisation step if catalytic 10 

acid was added to the reaction solution prior to work-up. The plan 

was successfully implemented and the method applied to the 

synthesis of a natural product, 2-hydroxy-exo-brevicomin 87.83,85 

Once again, the same outcome could be achieved if the 

photooxidation reaction of a similar 2-(α,β-dihydroxyalkyl) furan 15 

was run in water without a reductant (Me2S).43a 

 

Intramolecular Oxa-Michael or Aldol Reactions. 

 

 Stimulated by the Achmatowicz chemistry (in particular 20 

intermediate 83), we began to consider whether, if the pendent 

hydroxyl was shifted one carbon further away from the ene-1,4-

dione unit (89, Scheme 15), an oxa-Michael reaction might be 

encouraged to occur as part of a new one pot reaction sequence 

that would furnish 3-keto-tetrahydrofurans 90, a common natural 25 

product motif. This idea was successfully implemented86 to add 

yet another set of polyoxygenated motifs to those that could be 

 
Scheme 15 Synthesis of 3-keto-tetrahydrofurans. 

 30 

Scheme 16 Synthesis of merrekentrone C.  

attained using 1O2-mediated furan photooxidation reaction 

sequences. 

 Furthermore, it was also shown in work from Stratakis’ group 

that an enol-oxygen could also act as the nucleophile, a concept 35 

that was applied to a synthesis of the natural product 

merrekentrone C (97, Scheme 16).87 

 It should be noted here, that the group of Fall has worked 

extensively for some time implementing 1,4-additions to γ-

hydroxy-/γ-alkoxy-butenolides (the products of furan 40 

photoxidations) in a stepwise manner, to synthesise natural 

products and motifs of interest.88 

 
Scheme 17 Synthesis of 4-hydroxy-2-cyclopentenones. 

 As an indication of how readily these reaction sequences can 45 

be tailored to follow just one desired pathway out of many 

options when small changes to the additives, or reaction 

conditions, are made, we were also able to develop very recently 

a methodology for the one pot transformation of a wide variety of 

furans into 4-hydroxy- (or 4-methoxy-) 2-cyclopentenones 50 

(Scheme 17).89 In its most refined form this transformation could 

be achieved in water and without the use of a reductant (like 

Me2S) in a protocol that scores very highly on the 
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green/sustainable chemistry scales. 

 

Double oxidations and super cascades. 

 

 The previous examples have shown the ease with which 1O2 5 

can be used to insert oxygen functionalities into molecules at the 

same time as orchestrating the rearrangement of substrates from 

more liner, flatter morphologies to much more complex 3D-

architectures; but, the real power of this reagent lies in its ability 

to do these things at different positions in parallel through so-10 

called double events, or super cascades, wherein the increases in 

molecular complexity and the efficacies of the oxidations are 

maximised. 

 Our first example of this type of double oxidation event 

involves the synthesis of a complex molecule representing the 15 

core of the prunolides (a family of cytotoxic natural products) in 

just 4 steps starting from furan itself and using a tandem double 

oxidation sequence (107 → 108, Scheme 18).90 The first 3 steps 

assembled the singlet oxygen precursor 107 as a 1:3 (Z:E) 

mixture. These isomers were separable; however, this was 20 

irrelevant as when either isomer was subjected to the 1O2-cascade 

reaction sequence conditions the same product mix was afforded 

- predominantly the desired trans-isomer accompanied by smaller 

amounts of its meso cis-isomer (108, trans:cis = 2:1). In this 

cascade sequence, both furans present in the substrate had 25 

undergone oxidation to give intermediate 109 which loses a 

molecule of water to give cationic intermediate 110 about whose  

 
Scheme 18 Synthesis of the prunolide core using a singlet oxygen-

mediated cascade reaction sequence. 30 

central bond rotation is possible before the final cyclisation gives 

the prunolide core 108. Because the gain in 3D-molecular 

complexity is so great, it should be reiterated that the 

transformation of 107 into 108 was achieved as a one pot process 

with no isolation of intermediates, expect in the first proof of 35 

principle studies.  

 Our second example involves a cascade reaction sequence 

which utilises two modes of reaction for 1O2 (γ-hydroxy-

butenolide formation and an ene reaction) in the same one pot 

process (111 → 112a, Scheme 19), and, which following a final 40 

acid-catalysed cyclisation step, furnished the enantiomer of the 

 
Scheme 19 Total synthesis of premnalane A using two modes of singlet 

oxygen reaction in a single one pot sequence. 

antibacterial natural product, premnalane A 112a.54 NMR studies 45 

showed that, as predicted, the γ-hydroxy-butenolide formed first 

within seconds with the subsequent ene-reaction occurring as the 

irradiation period was extended to several minutes. Of note in this 

sequence is the unprecedented Z-geometry of the double bond 

that arose from the ene reaction. 50 

 
Scheme 20 Synthesis of the ABC-ring motif from certain pectenotoxins 

using a singlet oxygen-mediated super cascade. 

 In our final example, a simple, readily accessible, difuran 

precursor (115, Scheme 20) was transformed into the ABC-ring  55 

motif (116) from certain of the pectenotoxins69 in a one pot, super 

cascade, mediated by 1O2 (Scheme 20).91 In this case, the 

spiroketal forming method (115 → 117) was combined with that 

of the 3-ketotetrahydrofuran synthesis (118 → 116), with these 

two transformations remarkably occurring simultaneously in the 60 

same molecule. 

 

Part 3: The missing elements and the future. 
 

 It has been shown how from the outset singlet oxygen, in its 65 

reaction with furans, was found to be a very powerful tool for 

synthesising certain motifs with selectivity and precision. We 

have also shown how adept singlet oxygen-mediated cascade 

reaction sequences are, not only at inserting oxygen 
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functionalities into molecules, but also at stitching up these 

molecules to give complex polyoxygenated polycyclic structures 

– very rapidly going from flatter more linear substrates to three 

dimensionally complex products. And finally, it has been shown 

how it was recognised that this chemistry could form a key part 5 

of highly efficient (from many different perspectives) strategies 

that use sustainable (green) chemistry. As if these features alone 

are not enough to give this chemistry a bright future with broad 

applications, there are more new developments. 

 It might be said that there were two holes in the arguments 10 

presented by those who believed singlet oxygen (particularly, in 

its reaction with furan) could answer many important challenges 

in modern organic synthesis, and, thus, become a widely used and 

indispensible tool; and those were, (a) nitrogen is sparsely 

represented in protocols and (b) scale issues in photochemistry 15 

have tended to limit its applications to small research problems 

rather than industrial production, or even larger scale synthetic 

situations. In this section, we will show how these two hindrances 

no longer restrict the use of 1O2 in synthesis. 

 20 

Adding a little blue to the palette. 

 

 Nitrogen is generally depicted using the colour blue and it was 

with blue that we and others have sought to enrich our palettes 

more recently. The inclusion of nitrogen in substrates is by no 25 

means unknown in 1O2 chemistry92 - it is just that with its own 

intrinsic reactivity towards this electrophile it can complicate 

matters93 and has often been avoided. In fact, one of the best 

examples of the use of singlet oxygen in total synthesis comes in  

 30 

Scheme 21 Synthesis of isochrysohermidin.  

the form of Boger and Baldino’s elegant synthesis of 

isochrysohermidin 120;94 wherein, two pyrrole units are 

concomitantly reacted with singlet oxygen in a double oxidation-

decarboxylation event (Scheme 21). 35 

 The isochrysohermidin example involves an aromatic nitrogen, 

what we hoped to do was to include much more basic alkyl-

nitrogen functionalities within cascade reaction sequences. In our 

previous reaction sequences, we had already become accustomed 

to adding the reductant dimethylsulphide (DMS), or a catalytic 40 

amount of an acid, once the reaction tlc indicated a certain stage 

in the sequence had been attained. We, therefore, reasoned that 

basic nitrogen could be introduced in the same way; thus, 

avoiding its presence during the photooxidation initiation phase 

of the sequence. 45 

 Applying this logic, it was hoped that the 1,4-enedione (or its 

equivalent), formed via photooxidation of an appropriate furan, 

could be intercepted with amines. It should be noted that Cermola 

and co-workers have published an example wherein one such 

intermediate in the photooxidation of a furan bearing sugar unit 50 

 
Scheme 22 Cascade reaction sequence for the synthesis of Meyers’ 

bicyclic lactams. 

was intercepted by hydrazine to afford a pyridazine.95 In our first 

investigation aminoalcohols were targeted, with the hope that the 55 

resulting intermediate could be rearranged under acidic 

conditions to furnish the extremely versatile Meyers’ bicyclic 

lactams (Scheme 22). These homochiral motifs have, ever since 

they were pioneered by Meyers,96a been exceedingly popular and 

flexible scaffolds for the enantioselective construction of new 60 

stereogenic centres.96 Furthermore, the existing syntheses 

generally either required high temperature (and acidic) 

condensation reactions and/or stepwise construction of the 

template. It was hoped that a mild one pot synthesis of these 

compounds could be developed starting from furans and using a 65 

singlet oxygen-mediated cascade reaction sequence with all its 

 
Table 1 Examples of Meyers’ bicyclic lactams formed using the singlet 

oxygen-mediated cascade reaction sequence. 
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inherent advantages (selectivity, broad functional group 

tolerance, lack of protecting groups, mild reaction conditions etc.) 

that adhered to the principles of sustainable chemistry. 

 Despite the extraordinary complexity of the design for the 

proposed cascade on paper (Scheme 22), the idea was 5 

implemented in an operationally very simple manner, whereby 

the photooxidation was followed by serial addition of the 

requisite reagents at the appropriate time as indicated by tlc 

(Table 1).97 The one pot reaction yields were high, especially 

when the degree of structural complexity enhancement is taken 10 

into account. There was excellent transfer of chirality (Table 1) 

when monosubstituted (at R1, Scheme 22) furans were reacted 

with aminoalcohols substituted (with Me, Ph, or CO2Et) adjacent 

to the amino group (R4 in Scheme 22). Overall, a highly 

competitive method had been developed. 15 

 With this work we had achieved what we set out to do; namely 

another important and useful motif had been made using a singlet 

oxygen cascade reaction sequence, but crucially this time the 

method included the use of unprotected basic nitrogen 

participants. Furthermore, 2-pyrrolidinone L (Scheme 22) had 20 

been isolated and spectroscopically identified, this is a very 

exciting intermediate with the potential to react via its protonated 

form M (the N-acyliminium ion) in many other ways; so 

immediately there were promising new avenues to explore. 

 The first new investigation initiated was to see if a Pictet-25 

Spengler reaction98 could be included in such a cascade reaction 

sequence. In other words, could an intermediate N-acyliminium 

ion (similar to M, Scheme 22) be made and reacted with a 

pendent aromatic group using an acid (Brønsted, or Lewis), all as 

part of a single one pot process creating a range of complex 30 

nitrogen-bearing polycyclic motifs? The answer was that it was 

indeed possible and Table 2 illustrates some representative 

examples.99 It should be noted that both activated aromatics 

(dimethoxyphenyl, or indole) and unactivated (unsubstituted 

phenyl) could participate in the reaction, although the latter did 35 

present some limitations, as long as an appropriate choice of acid 

 
Table 2 Selected Pictet-Spengler products from the singlet oxygen-

initiated cascade reaction sequence. 

was made. The reaction of N-acyliminium ions with aromatic 40 

rings is well-known, but what is remarkable here is its inclusion 

in such an intricate, yet mild and efficient, cascade reaction 

sequence that transforms a simple furan substrate into a complex 

polycyclic product in a one pot procedure. 

 The Pictet-Spengler work afforded some products that were 45 

tantalisingly close to members of the aromatic erythrina family of 

bioactive alkaloids.100 Indeed, when menthofuran and 2-(3,4-

dimethoxyphenyl)ethan-1-amine were used the intact skeleton of 

this family of natural products was synthesised (126f, Table 2). 

 50 

Scheme 23 Rationale illustrating the dual reactivity of N-acylenamine 

intermediate from the cascade reaction sequences. 

The synthesis of an erythrina family member would also help to 

reveal another hidden beauty of these cascade reaction sequences 

working via intermediates of type L and M (Scheme 22). This 55 

would involve showing how the N-acylenamine could react first 

as a nucleophile (O → P, Scheme 23), and, then, as an 

electrophile (P → Q), in such a way that the starting furan 

substrate could be kept very simple (there is no need to substitute 

at the tricky C-3 position of the furan as a C-C bond can be 60 

formed as part of the cascade reaction sequence). 

 
Scheme 24 Formal synthesis of erysotramidine. 

 To this end, an aldehyde was included as the electrophile (E, 

Scheme 23) and a dimethoxyphenyl-group as the nucleophile 65 

(Nu). Appending an aldehyde to the initial furan substrate would 

also reinforce the message regarding the broad functional group 

tolerance and mild nature of the cascade reaction sequence as a 

whole. The proposed cascade sequence was successfully 

undertaken (127 + 128 → 129, Scheme 24)101 and by itself 70 

constituted a formal synthesis of erysotramidine 130 as it 

intersected with the chemistry of Simpkins102 and Padwa.103 The  
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Scheme 25 Mechanistic rationale for synthesis of 1-azaspiro frameworks. 

increase in molecular complexity seen in this one pot process is 

exceptional. 

 A recent endeavour, again working within this still 5 

underexplored reactivity mode, involved the development of a 

flexible method for the synthesis of, 1-azaspirocycles (X = C), 

spiroaminals (X = O) and 1,6-diazaspirocycles (X = N, U Scheme  

25). These types of motif are ubiquitous, appearing in a slew of 

natural products and pharmaceuticals. Methods exist for their 10 

synthesis with some of the reported examples occurring via N-

acyliminium ion formation and reaction; however, very rarely is 

this undertaken as part of a one pot method and there are no 

reports of a widely applicable method for accessing all three 

motif types.104 
15 

 The simplest of these three new cascade reaction sequences to 

implement was the case in which X = O wherein, both five- and 

six-membered rings were readily accessed (131 → 132, Table  

 
Table 3 A: Synthesis of spiroaminals. B: Conditions for preferential 20 

Pictet-Spengler reaction. 

3).104 Furthermore, it was shown that by tailoring the conditions 

used for a substrate where both the Pictet-Spengler type reaction 

and spirocycle formation were possible, the mode of reaction 

could be completely controlled and selectivity for one or the other 25 

reaction readily achieved (e.g. 132f or 133, 132g or 134, Table 3). 

Next a selection 1-azaspirocycles was also made using this 

technology (Scheme 26);104 once again the choice of acid tailored 

the result with Lewis acids being more powerful in this C-C bond 

forming scenario (T → U with X = C, Scheme 25). 30 

 
Scheme 26 One pot preparation of 1-azaspirocycles. 

 Synthesis of the diazaspirocycles (X = N, U, Scheme 25) was 

accomplished as a one pot procedure (Scheme 27),104 but required 

the use of a small trick to avoid the complicating presence of an 35 

unprotected basic nitrogen functionality in the photooxidation 

step. We had previously shown that an alkyl iodide functionality 

could be carried through the reaction sequence untouched (Table 

2, 126c) so this was once again used as the initial furan substrate 

(143, Scheme 27). Two different amines were added during the 40 

sequence, the first acted in the formation of the N-acylenamine 

145 and the second reacted with the N-acyliminium ion 

intermediate. This second amine was then intramolecularly 

alkylated (146 → 144) as part of the same one pot reaction 

sequence by the iodide residue, thus furnishing the desired 45 

diazaspirocycles. 

 
Scheme 27 One pot synthesis of diazaspirocycles. 

 Just as we were completing the writing of this manuscript a 

nice example with relevance to this topic was published by 50 

Robertson’s group.105 Therein, a symmetric difuran substrate 147 

(containing a Boc-protected nitrogen) was photooxidised with the 

resultant di-γ-methoxy-butenolide 148 affording the natural 

product pandamarilactone-1 149 after reaction under acid 

conditions (Scheme 28). 55 
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Scheme 28 Synthesis of pandamarilactone-1. 

 Cumulatively, we97,99,101,104 and others92,95,105 have shown that 

nitrogen (either in its basic, protected or a masked form) can be 

introduced into sequences that initially harness the reaction of 1O2 5 

and furan and that furnish a diverse range of complex polycycles 

whilst tolerating fragile functionalities (such as iodides and 

aldehydes). Many possibilities for further study still remain in 

this area. 

 10 

Scaling up. 

 

 The second and, until recently, contentious area relates to the 

scaling up photochemical reactions. The problems typically 

associated with scaling up photochemical reactions (for example; 15 

cooling systems for the lamps and light penetration) had severely 

limited their application in different settings and had, therefore, 

prevented the broader uptake of these methods. Industry has 

traditionally shunned photochemistry and its implementation was 

mostly restricted to small scale research problems. However, 20 

recent advances in technology (for example; lamps requiring less 

cooling47) and new reactor designs (namely; the use of 

Continuous Flow Reactors) have gone a substantial way towards 

reversing this negative outlook. 

 The things we are talking of in this section are considered by 25 

many to be part of a “hot” current topic in synthetic organic 

chemistry, but it is worth remembering however that some have 

always believed in the potential of large scale singlet oxygen 

photochemistry;106 indeed, Schenck, our original hero of the 

subject, was making ascaridol on large scales using natural 30 

sunlight 60 years ago in his garden (vide supra, Scheme 5).13,23 

What is making a difference today, however,  is not this post-war 

precedent, but the movement embracing new reactor technologies 

which began almost in unison with the new millennium. 

Continuous Flow Reactors (CFRs) have solved so many problems 35 

(in comparison to the traditional fixed volume batch reactors) in a 

host of different synthetic scenarios, and, critically, are proving to 

be relatively easy to construct within ordinary synthetic 

laboratory settings that their use is blossoming. It is beyond our 

remit to comprehensively cover this field, even within the realms 40 

of photochemical applications so instead, we will highlight a few 

key papers and instances where simple, effective and easily 

reproducible apparatus/protocols have been employed. An early 

innovation came in the form of Falling Film Reactors,107 but 

these were quickly superseded by the more efficient CFR 45 

prototypes. A key publication came from the mainstream 

synthetic organic laboratory of Kevin Booker-Milburn (in 2005) 

in which it was described how a CFR had been simply 

constructed and applied to several preparative photochemical 

reactions (not involving 1O2, scales from 178g/24h to 50 

685g/24h).108 When we talk specifically about singlet oxygen 

reactions, it might be said that Peter Seeberger has more 

systematically begun to explore the field, although some 

examples had already been reported.109 In 2011, he with his co-

worker, Lévesque, published a simple CFR system applied to a 55 

range of singlet oxygen-mediated reactions.110 More recently, the 

same group has published a CFR synthesis of the anti-malarial 

drug artemisinin (including a 1O2-mediated step)111 and a small 

review covering this topic.112 Other flow devices are also 

beginning to be reported such as a bubble reactor,113 or glass 60 

microfluidic device functionalised with photoactive 

porphyrins.114 It is still early days, but the future of benign large 

scale photochemical technologies is looking very bright! 

 Furthermore, over the years there have been instances where 

industry has used large scale photochemistry, but they have been 65 

not only rare but somewhat reluctant. This too, however, may be 

changing. For example, Sanofi (Sisteron Plant, France) is 

undertaking the industrial scale semi-synthesis of the important 

anti-malarial drug artemisinin, in a bid to meet the world’s ever-

increasing need for this drug, using, as one of their four steps, a 70 

singlet oxygen-mediated photooxidation reaction.115 

 

Other Applications. 

 

There is always a section with miscellany in every review and 75 

this is ours; however, we think here it is a very important section 

because when ideas spread beyond the field in which they were 

originally conceived it is a sign of their real usefulness and from 

there the trend is generally upwards. This is turning out to be true 

for 1O2 reactions with furan which are now starting to pop up all 80 

over the place - used in entirely novel ways in a diverse range of 

new research fields. For example; in sequence specific 

 

 
Scheme 29 Furan photooxidation for DNA cross linking by Madder and 85 

co-workers  
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Scheme 30 A diverse set of motifs that have been accessed by singlet oxygen-mediated furan oxidations in our group. 

DNA/RNA cross-linking triggered by light (for achieving 

artificial control of gene expression, Scheme 29),116 protein-RNA 5 

cross-linking,117 1O2-responsive conjugated polymers (new 

materials),118 fluorescent probes for detection of intracellular 

oxygen,119 the sustainable synthesis of herbicides,120 and the 

sustainable synthesis of new surfactants.121 

Conclusions 10 

 We have shown that today the range of chemistry that can be 

done based around the reaction of 1O2 with furan, and the 

diversity of product motifs attainable from these protocols, is 

huge, and, furthermore, it’s still expanding at a very fast rate (for 

selected examples from our work only, see: Scheme 30). We have 15 

shown that 1O2-mediated cascade reaction sequences are 

extremely versatile and flexible and can be used to attain rapid 

increases in three dimensional molecular complexity. They can 

also include a broad range of different sensitive functionalities 

(from unprotected alcohols, iodides and aldehydes to basic 20 

nitrogen groups). Furthermore, we have shown how 1O2 is a 

green and highly efficient reagent that can be readily used in 

procedures that conform to many of the criteria relating to the 

ideal of achieving scalable sustainable chemistry.  

 All that now remains is for more readers to give it a try in their 25 

own research and in order for the probability of success to be 

maximised we will close with a few practical tips. Firstly, the 

examples above show that small changes in reaction conditions 

(for example; a switch from an organic solvent to MeOH, or to 

water) can alter the course of the reaction sequence quite  30 

 

dramatically – so the conditions required must be considered and 

carefully tailored to the problem-in-hand. Secondly, and 

depending very much on the light source, reaction times can be 

very short – in our laboratory we have a powerful lamp and 35 

reaction times are measured with a stopwatch not a wall-mounted 

clock. Thirdly, excluding the lamp (that may be virtually any 

source of visible light, as long as the reaction times are adjusted 

appropriately), no special apparatus is required; we use nothing 

but standard laboratory glassware, needles etc. Perhaps the only 40 

extra consideration required is to ensure that the path of the light 

from lamp to substrate is not hindered (for example, we use a 

glass ice bath and place the reaction vessel right at its edge so that 

neither bath, nor ice, stop light passing to the substrate). Further 

details can be found in the Supporting Information section of any 45 

of our papers (vide supra).  

 Photochemistry, in general, and, singlet oxygen-mediated 

photooxidations in particular, are coming of age. Give them a try; 

for the rewards can be very big. 

 50 
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